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Being promoted as newly Head Teacher is not a position where a person that being promoted felt elevated and highly spirited. It will mere fall to a BIG TASK, where from your simple job of having own philosophy inside the four walls of your classroom as teacher will be propounded into complex task wherein from children followers adult individuals will become your number one clientele.

Honestly speaking, I did’nt dream of one day I will let go of my teaching job and pursue another career. I love to teach children and I am enjoying my teaching job. Just like my other co-workers as time flies it became an easy task for me to become a classroom teacher, though problems and challenges is a part of everyday life of a teacher who caters more than thirty pupils all day inside the classroom, I already adjusted myself on petty quarreling, noise and behavior of elementary pupils.

Here I am on adjustments again, I just came out from the four walls of the classroom and accepted the challenges on the bigger task. From four walls to four wall of my new office couple of months ago, extended to the corners of fences, gate and all vicinities, facilities of school, up to the community premises of my destination. From catering more than thirty pupils into hugging the whole population of the school children, teaching and non-teaching staff, stakeholders, parents and people of the community. A neophyte Head Teacher.

At first month of my new job it plays a great role for me the mentoring methods. Asking questions to my approachable colleagues, observing effective strategies and studying legal bases to jump on in all the decisions I have to made. Building rapor and camaraderie to the people of community for without them it would be a mission impossible for me.
As time goes by I discovered that serving as a leader though not an easy task but will be a fulfilling one. Everyday you will encounter different problems, situations, major decisions, paper works and report deadlines. You will be stressed and pressured but you will find fulfillment and happiness. Fulfillment in every solved problems. Happiness in everyday in every right decisions that you know will benefit all.

I still have many things to discover and still many learnings to make to achieve the set goals of my organization, I am the individual who has the power to influence, motivate, guide and inspire them. I am playing a guiding role for my subordinates. A leader has the power to make or destroy anyone, I am choosing to make not to destroy and I prefer to become a good one. And as a neophyte in the administrative position, John Maxwell inspired me with his quotes, “Leadership is not about titles, positions or flowcharts. It is about one life influencing another.”
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